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Where to Find a Theme
WordPress comes pre-installed with the Twenty Seventeen theme (as of September
2017). It is pretty simple, nothing fancy. There are also a variety of free themes you
can install that are featured by WordPress.

disclosure

I usually look elsewhere for themes though. And I have always used a paid theme.
Here are my favorite places to find themes:

StudioPress - I LOVE StudioPress. All of their themes are built using the Genesis
Framework. The Genesis Framework is highly customizable and I use it on my own site.
This free ebook contains affiliate links,
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hello my lovelies...
I am beyond thrilled that you have downloaded WordPress Success, Start WordPress
the Right Way: Themes, Settings & Plugins.
WordPress can seem scary at first. It is such a robust platform and getting set up
properly from the beginning can save you so much time and stress in the future.
I have being using WordPress since 2010, it is the only blogging platform I have
used for my own sites (besides a brief stint on Blogger - and I mean brief, maybe a
month).
It is my absolute favorite and I know you will love it too. I am here to make sure
getting started is as easy as possible. So, let’s get begin!
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LET’S TALK THEMES
A WordPress theme is basically the design (or appearance) of your site.
While you can always change your theme, it is important to try and pick a theme
whose layout and functionality is as close to what you are looking for as possible.
If your blog is going to be all (or primarily words) and no large pictures, then you
aren’t going to choose a theme where large photos are center stage.
On the other hand, if you are a photographer and will be showcasing numerous
photos, you will want to chose a theme where photos are the main focus.
Makes sense, right?

What to Look for in a Theme
Unless you are working with a developer to create a custom theme, you should keep
these things in mind when choosing one:
Layout is as close to your looking for as possible - This means that all that is left is
customizing fonts, colors, logos, etc. (AKA adding your branding!)
It is RESPONSIVE - Having a theme that is responsive is a non-negotiable. This just
means that it looks on a desktop, tablet and phone. The layout adjusts based on the
screen size.
Supported Plugins - Did you know that not every plugin works with every theme? So
don’t freak out because I have never encountered a plugin that hasn’t worked yet.
And you should be pretty safe if you choose a popular and frequently used theme.
But if you are unsure, you can always ask the theme developer.
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Where to Find a Theme
WordPress comes pre-installed with the Twenty Seventeen theme (as of September
2017). It is pretty simple, nothing fancy. There are also a variety of free themes you
can install that are featured by WordPress.
I usually look elsewhere for themes though. And I have always used a paid theme.
Here are my favorite places to find themes:
StudioPress - I LOVE StudioPress. All of their themes are built using the Genesis
Framework. The Genesis Framework is highly customizable and I use it on my own
site. Since I have coding knowledge, I created my own child theme. That means that
it is a theme that uses the Genesis Framework (for the structure pretty much) but
has additional customizations that won’t change when Genesis gets an update.
Many themes outside of StudioPress are also built with the Genesis Framework, so
if a theme says “Genesis Child Theme, must also purchase Genesis” you now know
why.
I highly recommend checking StudioPress out, it is amazing the variety of themes
you can choose from!
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Lindsay Humes - This used to be called White Oak Creative and I actually used one
of her themes on my lifestyle blog Lately Lindsey. You will find beautiful, feminine
themes perfect for the lifestyle or fashion blogger.

Hello You Designs - You will find gorgeous and feminine WordPress themes here
that are easily customizable. I am actually using the Hello Maker theme!
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Bluchic - You can find a variety of feminine WordPress themes from blogging to
ecommerce to business. Simply stunning.

Creative Market - This is one of my favorite resources for fonts, graphics, stock
photos and themes. There is such a variety of styles and offerings. What I like is
there are categories for themes such as blog, business, ecommerce, magazine, nonprofit, photography, portfolio and more!
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How to Install a Theme
Installing a theme is pretty easy!
The first step is to go “Appearance -> Themes” on your WordPress site. You should
have a few pre-installed themes that came with your WordPress installation.

Then click “Add New” to install a new theme. You will be able to choose from a
variety of free themes here.
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If you purchased a theme, you would have been given a zip file. This file remains
zipped, you do not want to unzip it.
You will then click “Install Theme” and upload your theme.

Once installed it will see a success message and the option to activate. Click
“Activate.”

You have successfully installed
your new theme!
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SETTINGS TO CHANGE
There is one setting you should take a look at before you publish your first blog post.
This makes sure that your permalinks, or URL structure, are set up properly.
By default, WordPress adds the date to the URL. This isn’t the best practice for SEO
purposes and doesn’t exactly look pretty.
I recommend choosing “Post Name” or creating a “Custom Structure” that is
/category/post-name. These just look prettier.
Post Name URL - http://www.blogmelovely.com/sample-post
Category & Post URL - http://www.blogmelovely.com/category/sample-post
Choosing the Post Name URL is easy since it is an option, but with the category and
post name you need to set the custom structure to /%category%//%postname%/
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MUST HAVE PLUGINS
Akismet - This is an anti-spam plugin that helps prevent SPAM comments. This is
very important if you are a blogger.
Google Analytics for WordPress by MonsterInsights - This is the plugin I use to
connect with Google Analytics. It is super simple to use.
Redirection - This plugin lets you manage all of your 301 redirects. You are bound to
get 404 pages. You might change a URL or delete a post or a page. And to prevent it
from going to a 404 page, or basically a page that says “Page Not Found,” you need
to set up a redirect.
SumoMe - This plugin is offered my Sumo (previously known as SumoMe). There are
many features (some free and some paid) but I use the free version and just use the
Share feature. It makes the floating share bar you see on my site.
YoastSEO - If there was one plugin that was an absolutely NON-NEGOTIABLE, this
one would be it. I use it to set titles, add meta descriptions, generate XML sitemaps
and so much more. I currently just use the free version but I am sure the paid version
has some great additional features.
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POSTS TO READ
I want to share a few additional blog posts to get you started on your blogging
journey! These are great posts to make sure that you are setting up and getting
started right!

Theme Inspiration
• 10 Beautiful & Responsive WordPress Themes from Creative Market

Analytics and SEO
• How to Install Google Analytics on Your Blog
• Google Search Console - What Is It, Why You Need It and How to Set It Up
• How to Add a Meta Description to Posts

Content Creation
• How to Hone In On Your Purpose, Niche and Audience (#contentcreatehustler)
• How to Determine Your Content Style and Frequency (#contentcreatehustler)
• Why Promotion is Just as Important as Creation - If Not More!
(#contentcreatehustler)
• The #1 Tip for Content Creation from 15+ Industry Leaders
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